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AK507 METALLICS VOL. 1 
AK LEARNING SERIES 4   

The new release in the well know AK Learning Series, is focussed on metallics. In this 4th issue in this series we share many 
tricks, information, techniques, and instructional material for beginners and advanced modellers. Coming soon Vol. 2.

Metallics have always been a difficult task for modellers. It doesn’t matter 
which modelling branch you choose, at some point you will find yourself in 
front of a metal piece/part which, of course, you want to finish as realistic 
as possible.
There exist many ways to achieve a metal finish, from the use of enamels, 
towards waxes and bare metal sheets. Inside these two volumes dedica-
ted to metallics, the talented artists from the AK Learning Series take you 
on a journey through the difficult tasks of mastering metallics.
In this first volume we will show you how to understand metallic paints and 
how to apply them properly with the right products. Also we cover techni-
ques and share tips which come in handy when you are stuck. We will see 
examples applied on aircrafts, engines, vehicles, afv’s and details on all 
kinds of models.

English. 84 pages.

September 2015

9.95€
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AK667 LExINGTON’S fINAL bATTLE
MOdELLING fuLL AhEAd SpECIAL 1   

This impressive book we show the work of master modeller Marijn Van Gils, with real pictures, history and step by step pro-
cess how he fully detailed in the 1/700 Lexington kit. A very special and limited edition parallel to the Modelling Full Ahead 
naval series.

When we decided to launch the Modelling Full Ahead project, we were 
aware that in an eighty page publication it was possible to condense the 
information needed to build a specific warship. But as modelling is evolving 
nowadays with it’s  curiosity, techniques, innovation, history, and certainly 
everything that pushes us to build a scale model, this cannot only be achie-
ved with a monographic series. 
Baring  this is mind and in response to the multitude of suggestions we 
received, we offer you a parallel to the monographs series. In this special 
issue we will deal with difficulties that may occur to you during the building 
stages , such as working with photo-etch, advanced painting, scratch-buil-
ding, diorama composition, etc. 
With this new guide we will not only help you to build your models but also 
have the possibility to tell its history.

English / Spanish. 76 pages

15.95€

September 2015
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AK307 ExTREME REALITy   

A very instructional and wonderful book made to inspire, teach and for the joy of modelling. With the most impressive models 
based upon real objects and full step by step guides from the best master modellers of the world.

Realism is usually the goal that we as modellers always want to achieve. 
It becomes challenging as we have to bear in mind the many details we 
must add, but these small details are key to give our model its realistic 
appearance. Extreme Reality shows how this realism can be achieved in 
scale modelling. Follow the talented artists through a journey from a model 
to real life. Divided in step-by step articles showing you well known techni-
ques to some or specific techniques only used on a specific model. They 
will show you how a bulldozer can be as extracted from the scrap yard or 
a bicycle abandoned somewhere in the countryside. Extreme Reality is a 
book of masterpieces and it is mean for all of us who enjoy and love this 
great hobby.

English. 136 pages.

23.95€

September 2015
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13 NEW xTREME METAL COLORS

13 New references of our Xtreme Metal range. High quality metallic paints 
developed for modelers, with all the characteristics needed for this hobby.

30 ml. High quality metallic colors developed with outstanding pigments, and especially 
formulated for the modeller to achieve the best results. Resistant to any kind of wea-
thering, with ultra high coverage power, high sheen, there is no need to prime due to its 
resistance and you can varnish without altering its glossiness. These are quite simply 

the highest quality metallic paints ever seen.

September 2015

AK472 GOLd

AK478 WhITE ALuMINIuM

AK487 METALLIC bLuE

AK670 STAINLESS STEEL

AK674 METALLIC puRpLE

AK474 bRONzE

AK483 GuN METAL

AK488 MATTE ALuMINIuM

AK671 METALLIC SMOKE

AK476 STEEL

AK485 pALE buRNT METAL

AK669 TITANIuM

AK672 pALE bRASS
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High quality acrylic resin to mix with your  pigments to fix textures and dries 
out ultra matt. TEXTURIZER can be used to make terrains and texture for 
example the running gear of your tank. 100ml.

These new pigments complete our range with the most popular colors
intermixable with eachother.

AK665 TExTuRIzER 
ACRyLIC RESIN fOR pIGMENTS

4 NEW pIGMENT COLORS

AK145 CITy dIRT

AK147 MIddLE EAST SOIL

AK146 ASphALT ROAd dIRT

AK148 fAdEd GREEN

3.50€

3.50€

3.50€

3.50€

5.95€

September 2015
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2 new colors of the True Metal waxes to increase the range. Metallic Blue 
a vivid color especially formulated for fantasy, scifi, gundam or whatever 
you can imagine.

2 new colors of the True Metal waxes to increase the range. Metallic Pur-
ple a vivid color especially formulated for fantasy, scifi, gundam or whate-
ver you can imagine.

AK451 TRuE METAL METALLIC bLuE

AK452 TRuE METAL METALLIC puRpLE

5.90€

5.90€

September 2015


